S/4HANA Strategy and Roadmap Offering
Industry Insight
S/4HANA is the next step for
organizations planning to move
towards the ‘digital enterprise’. A
migration to S/4HANA must be made
sooner than later (support for ECC
ends in 2027), and a timely evaluation
of your SAP roadmap is the logical first
step.
The key theme for S/4HANA is to
address how this new digital platform
can help organizations attain more
value out of their ERP landscape; both
from a cost savings perspective as well
as the contribution that will ensure
the success of your business strategy.

Our Approach
truData’s approach provides a proven
method to enable structured decisionmaking around your S/4HANA strategy
and roadmap. Based upon truData’s
industry Leading Practices, our
approach covers both ‘Strategy’ and
‘Conceptual Design’;
• Business & technology objective
• Alignment of process/application
inventory to the objectives
• Assessment of business value vs
technology direction
• Technology and process maturity
alignment
• Deployment models, cost and risk
profiling of options
• Detailed conceptual design of
transition and target state,
sequencing of events needed to
reach target state

Deliverables
truData’s S/4HANA Strategy
engagement comprises a four to six
week effort, culminating in a
presentation to Stakeholder’s detailing
the following;
• Alignment of objectives to the
current and future state
• Migration approach based on
objectives and feasibility for
company
• Design of transitional and target
state
• SAP’s assessment of your current
inventory aligned with their
roadmap
• Program roadmap, options
available, risks, cost considerations
and sequencing of events
“truData’s depth of leading practices
instilled in our business the confidence
to align with the S/4HANA strategy and
be fully supportive of our program
roadmap”.
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About Us
Headquartered in San Diego, CA
truData Solutions is a technology
services provider with extensive
Leading Practices across S4HANA
(Central Finance), Cloud Transformation
and Data and Analytics. We partner
with mid -size to Fortune 10 clients, in
their Digital Transformation journey,
ensuring improved consumer insight,
reduced complexity whilst increasing
revenues, and streamlined processes.
Our Service Portfolio includes;

❑Strategy and Roadmap
❑Full Lifecycle Implementation
❑Application Managed Services
❑Strategic Placement

For further information please
contact
info@trudatasolutions.com or
call 1.833.truData
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